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Organize your health data with the simple, fast, and efficient Health by the Numbers Serial Key app! Health by the
Numbers is a simple software application that you can use to calculate your current BMI (Body Mass Index), RMR
(Resting Metabolic Rate) and recommended calorie intake. It's practical if you're thinking about adopting a weight loss
plan or if you just want to maintain your current figure. Calculate your BMI, RMR and recommended calorie intake
Made as a Modern UI app for Windows 8, 8.1 and 10, Health by the Numbers can be installed on any computer running
these operating systems, including touch-supported devices. It can be downloaded from the Store and doesn't need
Internet access to perform calculations, so you can fire up this app even when you're offline. Set your gender, age, height,
weight, and activity level In the main window, you can enter your gender, age, height (centimeters), weight (kilograms)
and activity level between "little or no activity", "moderately active" and "very active". Then you can press "Calculate
Health Numbers" in the bottom-left corner of the screen. Easily perform calculations The tool shows your score (BMI),
classification (underweight, normal, overweight etc.), BMI category of normal classification and risk to health, as well as
the resting metabolic rate (calories per day) and recommended daily intake (calories). Doesn't support richer features
Unfortunately, Health by the Numbers doesn't provide additional useful information. For example, it doesn't tell you what
defines each activity level. Also, it supports only the metric system, which means that those who are only accustomed to
the imperial system have to resort to an external unit converter to transform feet to centimeters and pounds to kilograms.
Nevertheless, you can test this app yourself. Health by the Numbers Description: Organize your health data with the
simple, fast, and efficient Health by the Numbers app! Health by the Numbers is a simple software application that you
can use to calculate your current BMI (Body Mass Index), RMR (Resting Metabolic Rate) and recommended calorie
intake. It's practical if you're thinking about adopting a weight loss plan or if you just want to maintain your current
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Health By The Numbers
- Calculate your BMI - Calculate your RMR - Calculate your risk to health - Calculate your recommended calorie intake Import from BMI.com, MyFitnessPal, AnyWeight, Fitbit or HealthKit apps - Export to BMI.com, MyFitnessPal,
AnyWeight, Fitbit or HealthKit apps Microsoft Health is a set of applications that measures your health and fitness, and
gives you insights into your habits and the information you can use to take control of your wellbeing. It’s the free part of
the Microsoft Health Suite and contains applications such as Microsoft Health for Windows Phone and Microsoft Health
for Android, but also include the new Microsoft Band, which is coming soon. Microsoft Health for Windows Phone Get a
snapshot of your life and health with the Microsoft Health for Windows Phone application. Check your fitness and sleep
data on your mobile phone, tablet or computer. Set reminders to help improve your health and get instant feedback to
help you stay on track. Permanently record data about your physical activity and sleep. Microsoft Health for Android Get
a snapshot of your life and health with the Microsoft Health for Android application. All your activities, habits, habits and
activities are automatically downloaded to your mobile device. Permanently record data about your physical activity and
sleep. Connect your Microsoft Health for Android to Windows Health by the Numbers app to track your progress.
Microsoft Health for iOS Get a snapshot of your life and health with the Microsoft Health for iOS application. All your
activities, habits, habits and activities are automatically downloaded to your mobile device. Permanently record data about
your physical activity and sleep. Connect your Microsoft Health for iOS to Windows Health by the Numbers app to track
your progress. Microsoft Band Designed to be worn 24/7, the Microsoft Band gives you a suite of measures on your wrist
for improved accuracy and precision. Microsoft Health for iOS Get a snapshot of your life and health with the Microsoft
Health for iOS application. All your activities, habits, habits and activities are automatically downloaded to your mobile
device. Permanently record data about your physical activity and sleep. Connect your Microsoft Band to Windows Health
by the Numbers app to track your progress. Microsoft Health for Windows 10 Get a snapshot of your life and health with
the Microsoft Health for Windows 10 application. Permanently record data about your physical activity and sleep.
Connect your Microsoft Band to Windows Health by

What's New in the Health By The Numbers?
Health by the Numbers is a simple software application that you can use to calculate your current BMI (Body Mass
Index), RMR (Resting Metabolic Rate) and recommended calorie intake. It's practical if you're thinking about adopting a
weight loss plan or if you just want to maintain your current figure. Calculate your BMI, RMR and recommended calorie
intake Made as a Modern UI app for Windows 8, 8.1 and 10, Health by the Numbers can be installed on any computer
running these operating systems, including touch-supported devices. It can be downloaded from the Store and doesn't
need Internet access to perform calculations, so you can fire up this app even when you're offline. Set your gender, age,
height, weight, and activity level In the main window, you can enter your gender, age, height (centimeters), weight
(kilograms) and activity level between "little or no activity", "moderately active" and "very active". Then you can press
"Calculate Health Numbers" in the bottom-left corner of the screen. Easily perform calculations The tool shows your
score (BMI), classification (underweight, normal, overweight etc.), BMI category of normal classification and risk to
health, as well as the resting metabolic rate (calories per day) and recommended daily intake (calories). Doesn't support
richer features Unfortunately, Health by the Numbers doesn't provide additional useful information. For example, it
doesn't tell you what defines each activity level. Also, it supports only the metric system, which means that those who are
only accustomed to the imperial system have to resort to an external unit converter to transform feet to centimeters and
pounds to kilograms. Nevertheless, you can test this app yourself. The Best Deals: Description: Help Jane, a beautiful
young mother who takes care of her two-year-old daughter and her parents, to take care of her business. Upgrade the
house and plant a vegetable garden. Get the best deals in the supermarket. Description: Help Jane, a beautiful young
mother who takes care of her two-year-old daughter and her parents, to take care of her business. Upgrade the house and
plant a vegetable garden. Get the best deals in the supermarket. Description: This app allows you to control your home
appliances with your smartphone. Turn on/off home appliances such as lights, fans, air-conditioners, refrigerators, etc.
without using a remote. Description: This app allows you to control your home appliances with your smartphone. Turn
on/off home appliances such as lights, fans, air-conditioners, refrigerators, etc. without using a remote. Description:
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System Requirements For Health By The Numbers:
How to install Origin: Step 1 - Download Origin installer Step 2 - Install Origin on your Windows computer Step 3 - Use
Origin Setup Step 4 - Run Origin Origin can be downloaded from their website. It has been tested on Windows 7 32bit.It
will install Origin in the following location: C:\Program Files\Origin\Launch\ Windows XP/Windows 2000: In a
command window type the following: C
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